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Bond Market Perspectives | Week of October 9, 2017

 

Key Takeaways

U.S. yields have moved higher in recent weeks, buoyed by dealmaking in Washington, D.C. and central
bank actions.
Foreign yields have also moved higher, though for the most part, they have trailed U.S. yields.
U.S. Treasuries retain a significant yield advantage relative to other major developed nations, which
may help drive continued foreign demand for U.S. bonds.

 

Stacking Up Global Rates

Both short- and long-term Treasury yields have seen a sustained move higher since the 10-year Treasury hit
year-to-date lows on September 7. A surprise debt ceiling deal between President Trump and Democratic
leaders led to an initial upward move in rates. And the Federal Reserve's (Fed) announcement of the beginning
of its balance sheet normalization program, as well as the continued possibility of a December rate hike, helped
both short- and long-term U.S. rates move higher. Rates have made similar directional moves in many
developed countries since the beginning of September, though only two other G7* nations have had rate moves
that exceeded the magnitude of the yield increase in Treasuries. 

Figure 1 shows the 2- and 10-year Treasury yield advantage to similar maturity German Bunds. The latest
move higher in the U.S. 10-year rate has led to one of the larger moves versus the 10-year Bund since April.
Though the spread remains below the 25-year+ highs seen last December, it remains elevated by historical
standards. Even more interesting is the 2-year Treasury yield advantage.The disparity in monetary policy
between major central banks, with the Fed tightening policy and the European Central Bank (ECB) continuing
to ease (though the amount of easing may be lowered later this year), has led the 2-year Treasury advantage to
the Bund to a 17-year high.

 

WHAT ABOUT OTHER DEVELOPED NATIONS?

We continue to believe that low overseas rates will be a factor that helps keep U.S. rates lower than they
otherwise would be in the near term, as foreign demand for Treasuries may help support prices. We often
discuss the Treasury's yield advantage to German and Japanese bonds, but U.S. debt also maintains a yield
advantage to many other developed nations. In fact, the only G7 nation that has a higher 2-year yield than the
United States is Canada, largely due to strong recent economic growth and expectations of additional
tightening from the Bank of Canada (BOC).

The relationship between the recent move in U.S. rates and moves in other major developed nations is shown
in Figure 2. The United Kingdom (U.K.) has actually seen the strongest move in rates since the beginning of
September, though this move is largely related to Brexit. The U.K. economy began to see signs of rising
inflation, as the pound had been depreciating versus the euro since May. The depreciation started to reverse
course in late August as speculation of a rate hike from the Bank of England (BOE) started to increase, though

https://lpl-research.com/NOD/Bond_Market_Perspectives_10102017-1.pdf
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depreciation started again last week as the potential for a leadership shakeup in the ruling Conservative party
started to emerge. The BOE held steady on rates during its September meeting, but expectations remain high
for a rate hike in the near future, which has helped keep short-term rates elevated. Questions related to British
Prime Minster Theresa May's leadership may also be a factor in the move, though the danger of a leadership
reshuffle seems to have decreased somewhat over the weekend. 

Canada has also seen a significant rise in yields recently. The source of this move has been better than expected
economic growth and a related expectation that the BOC may continue to tighten policy. Second quarter gross
domestic product (GDP) growth clocked in at 4.5%, well above the 3.7% expected by economists, as household
spending surprised to the upside. The BOC raised rates in July, and again in September, but the latest
economic data suggest that another rate hike may be possible in the near future, with the Bloomberg World
Interest Rate Probability model showing a 63% chance of a hike in December.

Although subdued relative to some other nations, the recent move in Spanish yields is also worth discussing.
The economic environment in Spain has been showing signs of improvement recently. Unemployment has
been steadily dropping from 25% a couple of years ago to 17% most recently, while austerity policies coupled
with GDP growth have started to flatten out the country's debt growth relative to GDP in recent years.
However, Spain has been back in the news recently as the impacts of a contentious Catalonia independence
vote have made headlines. This situation has raised concerns that the budding recovery could be impacted, and
has led investors to demand higher yields for Spanish debt.

 

CONCLUSION

It is important to keep an eye on what is happening overseas given the interconnected nature of global
financial markets. However, the main takeaway from a U.S. perspective is that the recent move higher in U.S.
rates, contrary to some of the moves earlier this year, has been driven by U.S. factors, including an unexpected
political deal and the potential for a more hawkish Fed. This move has increased the yield advantage that
Treasuries enjoy relative to many other developed nations, and may lead to continued foreign demand for
higher-yielding, relatively low-risk U.S. sovereign debt, keeping U.S. rates lower than they otherwise would be.

 

*A term used to refer to government bonds issued by a nation in the Group of Seven (G7). A G7 bond is
considered relatively less risky than bonds issued by nations outside of the G7. The G7 nations are Canada,
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States. All these nations are considered
industrialized and developed countries.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific
advice or recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for
you, consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance reference is historical and is no
guarantee of future results. All indexes are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.

The economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as predicted and there can be no
guarantee that strategies promoted will be successful.

Because of their narrow focus, specialty sector investing, such as healthcare, financials, or energy, will be

https://lpl-research.com/NOD/Bond_Market_Perspectives_10102017-2.pdf
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subject to greater volatility than investing more broadly across many sectors and companies.

Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity. Bond values and yields will
decline as interest rates rise, and bonds are subject to availability and change in price.

International debt securities involves special additional risks. These risks include, but are not limited to,
currency risk, geopolitical and regulatory risk, and risk associated with varying settlement standards. These
risks are often heightened for investments in emerging markets. 

Government bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed by the U.S. government as to the timely payment of
principal and interest and, if held to maturity, offer a fixed rate of return and fixed principal value.
However, the value of fund shares is not guaranteed and will fluctuate. 

RES 6282 1017   |   Tracking #1-653494   (Exp. 10/18)
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Weekly Economic Commentary | Week of October 9, 2017

 
TIME FOR A STRONGER DOLLAR?

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Dollar weakness over the past year has put the currency near the bottom of its three-year range, though
we believe it may be poised for a near-term bounce.
The dollar may benefit from fundamental factors such as divergent central bank policy in the near
term.
Sentiment indicators show the potential for a contrarian bounce, and some technical indicators also
show the potential for dollar strength in the near term.

The U.S. dollar has lagged other currencies so far this year, as persistently low inflation suggested that the
Federal Reserve (Fed) would not be as aggressive as global investors originally feared. However, recent Fed
announcements-including an official start to long-awaited balance sheet normalization, as well as a refusal to
back away from a potential rate hike in December-have caused market participants to reexamine the dovish
Fed thesis, which has led to a stronger dollar over the past month. So, where does the dollar go from here? We
believe that the combination of fundamental factors, such as disparities in major central bank policies and
technical indicators, could lead to dollar strength in the near term. 

FUNDATMENTAL TAILWINDS

Forecasting currency movements with any accuracy over the short term can be difficult. Many academic
theories attempt to explain the movement of currencies, including inflation differentials, relative interest rate
levels, and the balance of payments between a country and its trading partners. The mechanics of each are
slightly different, but most go back to one major idea: a country with stronger relative economic growth (which
could lead to higher rates of interest and inflation) should see a stronger relative currency. In recent years,
however, confusion related to central bank policies has been a major wildcard for currency forecasters.

In theory, the U.S. dollar should see some strength from divergent policies between central banks. The Fed has
raised interest rates four times since December 2015, and markets are expecting another increase this
December. The Bank of England is widely expected to increase interest rates in the coming months as well
(though with continued headlines related to Brexit and potential leadership concerns surrounding Theresa
May, this is far from certain), as is the Bank of Canada. However, the U.S. Dollar Index basket puts heavier
emphasis on the euro and the Japanese yen, and the central banks responsible for these currencies are not
expected to hike rates anytime soon (though the European Central Bank [ECB] could potentially slow its
quantitative easing program in coming months). 

This tightening bias of the Fed is one of the reasons that short-term rates have soared this year, with the
six-month, one-year, and two-year Treasury yields all at their highest point in nine years, which should
support a higher U.S. dollar. Central bank policy is not set in stone, and most major banks remain data
dependent. However, the U.S. has shown a clear tightening bias in recent years, while the ECB and Bank of
Japan remain in easing mode.

There are other reasons to potentially expect a higher U.S. dollar going forward. For one, the House-adopted
version of the federal budget released last week is another step toward tax reform. Any tax cut could help spur
economic growth and push yields and the U.S. dollar higher as a result. Furthermore, Kevin Warsh appears to
be a frontrunner for the next Fed Chair which is set to be announced on February 4, 2018. He was one of four
candidates to interview for the job and his views on easing up on bank regulation seemed to have put him in
the driver's seat. Given he is decidedly more hawkish (supporting higher rates), this is another potential bullish
catalyst for the U.S. dollar.

TIME FOR A CONTRARIAN BOUNCE? 

As  shows, the U.S. dollar is near the low end of a range and bouncing, but even more important is theFigure 1
fact that it has been virtually flat the past three years. Many have characterized this as a strong dollar
environment, but we would argue that isn't the case. Yes, the U.S. dollar had a historic jump in late 2014 and
early 2015, which is why many consider this a strong environment, but the past few years it has simply been
rangebound. We would characterize the early 2000s and mid-1980s as strong dollar periods, but not today's.
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In regards to the U.S. dollar, few trades were more crowded to start the year.  It was widely assumed that a
stronger U.S. economy would lead to higher interest rates, which would then lead to a stronger dollar;
however, that didn't happen. In fact, the U.S. dollar was down 9.5% year to date as of the end of August, which
was the worst start to a new year since 1986.

Therefore, paying attention to sentiment can be a powerful indicator. Late last year there were magazine covers
showing George Washington with his shirt off, touting the strong dollar. When sentiment becomes that
lopsided, a change in trend can take place. To quote Humphrey B. Neil, "The public is often right during the
trends, but wrong at both ends." That is what we saw with the U.S. dollar late last year, but the exact opposite
could be taking place now.

Now we are seeing articles talking about why the U.S. dollar could plunge in October, with more losses in
store-quite the change from 11 months ago. Additionally, a recent survey of global fund managers found that
one of the most crowded trades is being short the U.S. dollar. Last, data from the U.S. Commodity Futures
Trading Commission (CTFC) shows that commercial hedgers, widely considered to be smart money, are the
most net long they've been since previous U.S. dollar lows .  [Figure 2]

 

http://lpl-research.com/NOD/100917_WEC_Figure2.pdf
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Commitments of Traders Report

Every week, the CFTC releases the Commitments of Traders Report, which shows participant's holdings in
various futures markets. A commercial hedger is a large trader who also deals in the commodity on a cash basis
and is usually smart money-money bet or invested by people with expert knowledge-while a small speculator
doesn't always deal in the commodity and is generally wrong and used as a contrarian indicator.

 

CONCLUSION

Significant weakness over the past year has driven the dollar to the low end of its three-year range. We believe
this weakness may be overdone, and fundamental and technical factors may combine to lead to near-term
dollar strength. On the fundamental side, divergent central bank policies, including a tightening Fed and
continued easing bias in Europe and Japan, may be beneficial for the dollar. On the technical side, weak
sentiment may lead to a contrarian bounce, while smart money positions in the futures market may also point
to potential strength ahead. 

Special thanks to Shawn Doty for his contributions to this week's publication.

 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific
advice or recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for
you, consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no
guarantee of future results.  

Any economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as predicted and there can be no
guarantee that strategies promoted will be successful.

International investing involves special risks such as currency fluctuation and political instability and may
not be suitable for all investors. These risks are often heightened for investments in emerging markets.

Investing in stock includes numerous specific risks including: the fluctuation of dividend, loss of principal
and potential illiquidity of the investment in a falling market.

The fast price swings in commodities and currencies will result in significant volatility in an investor’s
holdings.

Futures and forward trading is speculative, includes a high degree of risk, and may not be suitable for all
investors.

Government bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed by the U.S. government as to the timely payment of

http://lpl-research.com/NOD/100917_WEC_Figure2.pdf
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principal and interest, and if held to maturity, offer a fixed rate of return and fixed principal value.
However, the value of fund shares is not guaranteed and will fluctuate.

 

INDEX DESCRIPTIONS

The U.S. Dollar Index measures the performance of the U.S. dollar against a basket of foreign currencies:
EUR, JPY, GBP, CAD, CHF and SEK. The U.S. Dollar Index goes up when the dollar gains "strength"
compared to other currencies.

 

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC.

To the extent you are receiving investment advice from a separately registered independent investment
advisor, please note that LPL Financial LLC is not an affiliate of and makes no representation with respect to
such entity.

Not FDIC or NCUA/NCUSIF Insured | No Bank or Credit Union Guarantee | May Lose Value | Not
Guaranteed by Any Government Agency | Not a Bank/Credit Union Deposit

 

Tracking #1-652823 (Exp. 10/18)
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Weekly Market Commentary | Week of October 9, 2017

 

KEY TAKEAWAYS

We expect another solid quarter of earnings growth, but a third straight double-digit increase for S&P
500 profits appears unlikely.
Hurricane impacts, tougher comparisons, and a lack of contribution beyond technology and energy
present earnings growth headwinds.
Hurricane impacts aside, we have several reasons to be optimistic, including solid manufacturing data,
recent U.S. dollar weakness, and resilient estimates.

THIRD QUARTER 2017 EARNINGS PREVIEW: SLOWER BUT STILL SOLID

Third quarter earnings season gets underway this week (October 9-13) and it should be another good one. The
S&P 500 Index has exceeded earnings expectations 33 straight quarters and we see no reason why the third
quarter won't make it 34. However, as seen in , earnings growth should fall short of the stellar resultsFigure 1
and double-digit pace of the past two quarters. We don't like to lead with the negatives, but some of the
reasons earnings growth may slow down this quarter include:

Hurricane impacts. The most visible impact of the devastating hurricanes (Harvey and Irma) late in
the third quarter can be seen in insurance company earnings estimates. The property casualty industry
within the financials sector may have to absorb more than $100 billion in insured losses during the
quarter, which is why financials earnings are expected to fall. Disruptions in other industries in the
affected areas (Florida and Texas) such as retail and oil and gas production add to the challenge.
Tougher comparisons. Earnings growth improved significantly from the second quarter of 2016 to
the third quarter of 2016 [Figure 1]. In the second quarter of 2016, S&P 500 earnings fell 2.1% year
over year, compared to the 4.3% year-over-year increase in the third quarter of 2016. That means the
base from which to grow year over year was higher for the third quarter of 2017 than it was for the
second quarter of 2017, making earnings growth tougher to come by this earnings season.

Sharply lower energy growth. Energy sector earnings growth is expected to drop from 563% in the
second quarter to 135% in the third, even as oil prices rose sharply during the third quarter. Tougher
comparisons and hurricane impacts are driving the slowdown, although energy is still expected to be a
major contributor to S&P 500 earnings growth in the quarter, along with technology .[Figure 2]

http://lpl-research.com/NOD/Weekly_Market_Commentary_10092017_Figure1.pdf
http://lpl-research.com/NOD/Weekly_Market_Commentary_10092017_Figure1.pdf
http://lpl-research.com/NOD/Weekly_Market_Commentary_10092017_Figure2.pdf
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Little contribution outside of technology and energy. The expected year-over-year increase in
S&P 500 earnings is essentially being driven by energy and technology, with only a minor contribution
from healthcare. The lack of breadth of earnings gains, on top of the expected decline in financials
earnings, will make anything better than a mid-single-digit overall earnings increase unlikely.

http://lpl-research.com/NOD/Weekly_Market_Commentary_10092017_Figure2.pdf
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CAUSE FOR OPTIMISM

With the negatives out of the way, let's get to the good news-though mid-single-digit earnings growth is hardly
bad. We have several reasons to be optimistic about earnings growth this quarter:

Solid manufacturing activity. Strong manufacturing activity is supportive of corporate profits. The
Institute for Supply Management Manufacturing Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) rose 2 percentage
points to a solid 60.8 in September, which is the highest since 2004, while the New Orders component
of the survey rose 4.3 percentage points to an even stronger 64.6 reading. Meanwhile, favorable
economic and manufacturing conditions overseas are supportive of U.S. multinationals--virtually all
PMIs globally are above 50.
Estimates have held up well considering the impact of hurricanes. Consensus earnings
estimates for the third quarter have held up well considering the reduction in estimates over the last
three weeks of September, mostly in financials, due to hurricane-related losses. Estimates for the third
quarter have dipped by about 3.7% over the past three months, slightly better than the long-term
average reduction of just over 4%. Looking further out, estimates have held steady and point to
earnings growth reacceleration, partly reflecting the potential for a corporate tax cut.
Pre-announcements. The ratio of companies pre-announcing negative third quarter 2017 results
relative to those pre-announcing positive results, at 1.6, is better than the year-ago quarter (1.9), last
quarter (1.8), and the 20-year average (2.7), suggesting a high percentage of companies will exceed
estimates again. The second quarter's 73% earnings beat rate led to a 5% upside surprise.
U.S. dollar pressures have abated. The average level of the U.S. Dollar Index during the third
quarter of 2017 was 2.4% lower than in the third quarter of 2016, setting up a small tailwind to
overseas earnings for U.S. multinationals. This is the first year-over-year decline in the index since the
third quarter of 2016 and its biggest annual decline since mid-2014.

CONCLUSION

We expect a solid earnings season in the third quarter, especially considering the circumstances. Markets may
have to find a way to unravel the impact of the hurricanes, but we believe that investors will appreciate the
underlying earnings strength once all results are in. We see several signs that after the dip in earnings growth
in the third quarter, corporate America may be poised for better growth at the end of the year and into 2018.

We believe that the earnings outlook is sufficient to support the stock market at current levels. Although we
may see a pickup in volatility in the near term, our early take on 2018 S&P 500 earnings is supportive of gains
for stocks next year. Tax reform, or tax cuts, may provide a boost. More to come in our  due out in2018 Outlook
late November.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific
advice or recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for
you, consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no
guarantee of future results.
The economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as predicted and there can be no
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guarantee that strategies promoted will be successful.
Investing in stock includes numerous specific risks including: the fluctuation of dividend, loss of principal,
and potential liquidity of the investment in a falling market.
Because of its narrow focus, specialty sector investing, such as healthcare, financials, or energy, will be
subject to greater volatility than investing more broadly across many sectors and companies.
The fast price swings in commodities and currencies will result in significant volatility in an investor’s
holdings.
All investing involves risk including loss of principal.

INDEX DESCRIPTIONS
The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure
performance of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks
representing all major industries.
The Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) is an indicator of the economic health of the manufacturing sector.
The PMI is based on five major indicators: new orders, inventory levels, production, supplier deliveries, and
the employment environment.
The Institute for Supply Management (ISM) Manufacturing Index is an economic indicator derived from
monthly surveys of private sector companies, and is intended to show the economic health of the U.S.
manufacturing sector. A PMI of more than 50 indicates expansion in the manufacturing sector, a reading
below 50 indicates contraction, and a reading of 50 indicates no change.
The U.S. Dollar Index measures the performance of the U.S. dollar against a basket of foreign currencies:
EUR, JPY, GBP, CAD, CHF and SEK. The U.S. Dollar Index goes up when the dollar gains “strength”
compared to other currencies.

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC.
To the extent you are receiving investment advice from a separately registered independent investment
advisor, please note that LPL Financial is not an affiliate of and makes no representation with respect to
such entity.
Not FDIC or NCUA/NCUSIF Insured | No Bank or Credit Union Guarantee | May Lose Value | Not
Guaranteed by Any Government Agency | Not a Bank/Credit Union Deposit
Tracking #1-652806 (Exp. 10/18)
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The rule went into
partial effect on June
9 with full
implementation
currently scheduled
for January 1, 2018
(although the DOL
recently filed a
request to delay full
implementation until
July 1, 2019).

The DOL's Fiduciary Rule Takes Effect -- at Least for Now

 
For those following the fate of the Department of Labor's (DOL's) fiduciary rule, the road has been a long and
winding one. But in late May 2017, the newly-appointed U.S. Labor Secretary, Alexander Acosta, announced
that the DOL would honor the June 9 effective date for the rule, which expands the scope of what constitutes
investment advice and defines the obligations of financial professionals who provide such advice to retirement
plan participants, plan sponsors, and/or IRA owners.1

In an op-ed article published in  on May 22, Acosta wrote, "We… have found noThe Wall Street Journal
principled legal basis to change the June 9 date while we seek public input."  Thus, the rule went into "partial"2

effect on June 9 with full implementation currently scheduled for January 1, 2018 (although the DOL recently
filed a request to delay full implementation until July 1, 2019).

The Back Story

The so-called fiduciary rule was initially proposed under the Obama administration in 2010, but at that time it
faced stiff opposition from the financial services industry. A revamped version of the proposed rule was issued
in April 2015, and a year later the "final" rule -- which was revised to reflect input from consumer advocates,
industry stakeholders, and others, was presented by the DOL.

The new regulations were expected to become applicable in April of 2017. On February 3, 2017, President
Trump issued a memorandum directing that the DOL's rule be reviewed to determine whether it may
"adversely affect" retirement investors' ability to gain access to financial advice, and if it does, to move forward
with "rescinding or revising" the rule. In response, on March 2 the DOL announced that it was seeking a
60-day delay in the applicability of the new rule, from April 10, 2017 to June 9, 2017, which brings the timeline
full circle.3

What's at Stake?

Supporters of the rule view it as a necessary and basic consumer protection that includes a number of
measures aimed at safeguarding the interests of investors in and sponsors of retirement accounts.

According to Labor Secretary Acosta, the rule's critics believe "it would limit choice of investment advice, limit
freedom of contract, and enforce these limits through new legal remedies that would likely be a boon to trial
attorneys at the expense of investors." He went on to assert that, "Although courts have upheld this rule as
consistent with Congress's delegated authority, the Fiduciary Rule as written may not align with President
Trump's deregulatory goals. This administration presumes that Americans can be trusted to decide for
themselves what is best for them."2

For now, at least, the fiduciary rule stands while the DOL continues to review it for possible changes or
elimination.

 

United States Department of Labor, " ."1  Protecting Retirement Savings FAQs

2The Wall Street Journal,  May 22, 2017."Deregulators Must Follow the Law, So Regulators Will Too,"

3U.S. Department of Labor, Employee Benefits Security Administration, ,Field Assistance Bulletin No. 2017-02
May 22, 2017.

© 2017 DST Systems Inc. All rights reserved.

1-642793

https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ebsa/about-ebsa/our-activities/resource-center/faqs/conflict-of-interest
https://www.wsj.com/articles/deregulators-must-follow-the-law-so-regulators-will-too-1495494029
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ebsa/employers-and-advisers/guidance/field-assistance-bulletins/2017-02
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Failure to distribute
an RMD may result in
plan disqualification
and/or the imposition
of a 50% excise tax
on the participant or
beneficiary.

Fixing Missed RMDs

 
Tax laws require every qualified retirement plan to provide required minimum distributions (RMDs) as soon
as a participant reaches his or her required beginning date (RBD). Generally, the RBD is April 1 of the year
after the participant reaches age 70½, though it may be later if a non-5% owner continues to work after age
70½. (A 5% owner is one who owns 5% or more of the business sponsoring the plan.)

If an individual worked at seven jobs during his or her career and left money in seven different 401(k) plans,
each plan is required to distribute RMDs to the individual. In the event of a participant's death, the plan is
required to follow the minimum distribution requirements for beneficiaries.

Failure to distribute an RMD may result in plan disqualification and/or the imposition of a 50% excise tax on
the participant or beneficiary. Luckily there is a correction process available to plan sponsors when a qualified
plan fails to distribute an RMD in a timely manner.

Missed RMDs From Qualified Plans

Upon discovery of a missed RMD, all appropriate steps should be taken to remedy the situation as soon as
possible. Specifically, RMDs should be calculated for all years since the participant attained age 70½ and -- to
the extent the RMDs were not distributed -- immediately distributed along with calculated earnings. If the
employer files under the IRS's Voluntary Correction Program (VCP), the employer may request that the IRS
waive the excise tax imposed on the missed RMDs.

Excise Tax

As noted, a participant or beneficiary who does not receive a full RMD for a distribution calendar year is
subject to an excise tax of 50% on the underpayment. For example, assume an RMD is calculated to be $3,200
for 2016, but the participant received only $2,000. The underpayment of $1,200 is subject to the 50% penalty,
so a penalty of $600 must be added to the participant's taxes due for 2016. The participant files IRS Form
5329, Additional Taxes on Qualified Plans (Including IRAs) and Other Tax-Favored Accounts, with his or her
federal income tax return for the year in which the error occurred.

Potential Waiver for Reasonable Cause

If there was a reasonable cause for the failure to take the RMD, the individual may ask for the penalty to be
waived. The IRS will review the information provided and decide whether to grant the request for the waiver.

An automatic waiver may be available in situations where an individual is the sole beneficiary of a participant's
benefit or of a separate share. If the amounts are payable under the life expectancy method and a payment is
missed during the first five years, the excise taxes are waived if the total death benefit is paid under the
five-year rule.

Correcting RMD Failures Using the Employee Plans Compliance Resolution
System (EPCRS)

The EPCRS provides a streamlined procedure for correcting missed RMDs using Form 14568-H (Schedule 8:
Failure to Pay Required Minimum Distributions Timely). As part of the VCP submission, the plan sponsor is
able to request the waiver of the participant level excise tax imposed under IRC Sec. 4974.

Correction Includes Distribution of Missed RMDs Plus Earnings

In a defined contribution plan, the permitted correction method is to distribute the missed RMDs with
earnings from the date of the failure to the date of the distribution. If more than one year's RMD has been
missed, the amount required to be distributed is the RMD for each year, starting with the year in which the
initial failure occurred. Amounts are determined by dividing the adjusted account balance on the applicable
valuation date by the applicable distribution period and then calculating the earnings for each missed RMD.

An Example

A defined contribution plan missed an individual's RMDs for 2014, 2015, and 2016.

The missed RMD for  would be calculated as follows:2014

• December 31, 2013, fair market value (FMV) $100,000 ÷ 25.6 (age 72) = $3,906.251

The missed RMD for  would be calculated as follows:2015

• December 31, 2014, FMV $108,000 - $3,906.25 ÷ 24.7 (age 73) = $4,214.321
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The missed RMD for  would be calculated as follows:2016

• December 31, 2015, FMV $115,000 - $3,906.25 - $4,214.32 ÷ 23.8 (age 74) = $4,490.731

 

 

 

Gains/losses are calculated on each RMD from the date the funds should have been distributed until the1

actual distribution date.
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The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific
advice or recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for
you, consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no
guarantee of future results. All indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.

Mark Dutram, CPWA, CFP is a Registered Representative with and Securities are offered through LPL
Financial, member FINRA/SIPC. Insurance products offered through LPL Financial or its licensed affiliates.

First City Bank of Florida is not a registered Broker/Dealer and is not affiliated with LPL Financial
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